
Network Security

 An established leader in security consulting, Advanced Network Solutions  provides clients with
strategic consulting, advisory services, training  and implementation. Our security professionals
offer the experience and  expertise to identify potential vulnerabilities and recommend effective 
long-term security measures.

  

  

  

Rapidly Changing Security Threats

  

Modern technology is enabling business communication in ways never  before imagined. But
with the advances come new and potentially  devastating threats. The changing landscape of
security vulnerabilities,  risks and the measures available to counter such threats are also 
rapidly changing. As a result, keeping up with the latest developments  is becoming increasingly
demanding on internal resources.

  

Triple Application provides manageable, flexible and  cost-effective security solutions tailored to
meet your specific  security needs. At Triple Application, we understand what it  takes to
address the problem of rapidly changing security risks. Our  highly trained and helpful engineers
can implement your solution quickly  and with minimal network interruption.

  

Network Security as a Process

  

In order to create a secure environment for users to perform critical  functions, Triple Application
approaches network security as a  process. We begin by taking inventory of all potential
vulnerabilities  including unauthorized access, misuse, malfunction, modification,  destruction
and improper disclosure. We then initiate a regimented  process designed to remediate these
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vulnerabilities utilizing a powerful  suite of products and services including physical hardware
and software  preventative measures.

  

From initial planning and concept stages to full operational status  of a network security project,
Triple Application provides your  organization with a team of highly qualified security engineers
to  ensure data privacy and peace-of-mind.

  .    Growing Security Threats  Increased attack sophistication, increased  complexity of
systems, increased storage of critical data, increased  liability from security incidents and more
underscore the importance of  preventative network security measures.
 
 
.
 

Exhaustive security measures ensure the safety of both company and client data.
Triple Application’ comprehensive security services include:

    
    -  Access/Audit Controls  
    -   Remediation Services  
    -   Anti-Virus/Spyware Protection  
    -   Email/Web Content Filtering  
    -   Encryption Systems  
    -   Firewall Management  
    -   Intrusion Detection/Prevention  
    -   Virtual Private Networks (VPNs)  
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